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2020 Annual Board of Delegates Meeting Minutes  
14 November 2020 at the  

Hilton Garden Inn, Fredericksburg, VA.  
and virtually via Zoom 

 
In Attendence:  
 
 Marc Briere – President, SMSA 
 Roger Coney – Vice President-North, CBYRA Rep., UNAFLN, EYC 
 Jim Raper – Treasurer 
 Glenn Harvey – Secretary, Handicapper, GSA, proxy for DYC 
 Dan Trammell – Chief Handicapper-North, NASS 
 Alan Bomar – Chief Handicapper – South 
 Randy Richter – Handicapper, YCCSC 
 Eric Crawford – Handicapper, TAYC 
 Mayo Tabb – Handicapper, FBYC 
 Bruce Bingman – Handicapper, US Sailing Rep.  
 Craig Saunders – AYC 
 Patrick Dunn - BCYA 
 Nelson Pemberton – DISC 
 David McCullough – HHSA 
 Greg Cutter – HYC, CCV 
 Rick Hanson – NERYC 

The above attendees were checked-in.  It was determined that a quorum of the membership 
was present for the meeting. 

 
Call to Order: 
 
The meeting was called to order by President Marc Briere at 10:35. 
 
President’s Report – Marc Briere 
 
Ahoy PHRF Fleet Delegates, 
 
Thank you for your participation in today’s hybrid Annual Delegates Meeting. We hope this type 
of meeting does not remain the norm forever and we can return to a time when we can have 
these gatherings in person again. 
 
This has been a year filled with challenges and successes. When our 2020 season started, we 
were restricted from taking our boats out with our normal crews and we were restricted from any 
yacht racing.  When these restrictions were levied we had no idea if or when they might get 
lifted. Our ability to race was restored a quarter of the way into our racing season. Many races 
were cancelled. Some of us were able to gather healthy crew and race with face coverings and 
masks even in the absence of any post-race gatherings and awards. To say that this racing 
season has been different is an understatement.  As the year progressed, hundreds of PHRF  
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boats and crews returned to the water for the fresh air therapy, camaraderie and the thrill of 
competition. It was a little piece of normal in our lives for which we continue to be grateful.   
 
Understandably many of our fleet’s boats and crews refrained from participation out of an 
abundance of caution. We missed having them on the racecourse with us and hope they can 
return to racing in the 2021 season. 
 
Our thoughts and prayers go out to all who have been adversely effected by this year’s 
challenges. Even amidst the active participation challenges presented by the COVID pandemic 
and the COVID-related restrictions and recommendations from the CDC and our government, 
we still have the largest active fleet membership in our region. This is largely thanks to our 
handicapping boards who have been meeting remotely and continued to rate new boats and 
staff several rating appeals. We greatly appreciate their continued efforts supporting our fleet. 
You will see in our secretary’s report that our membership is understandably lower than normal 
but I am confident that these levels will increase as COVID restrictions and risks subside. 
Despite these lower numbers, because of our reduced operating expenses due to the remote 
meetings, our treasurer’s report does not show any significant losses to our overall finances and 
show that we still have a strong organizational financial health. 
 
We have a few new proposals to review to consider in our new business. We trust you’ve had 
the chance to discuss these with your constituents and their voices are heard in your comments, 
edits and voting. 
 
Thank you to all of our active and inactive membership for your support and for trusting us to 
provide you with the largest and fairest handicap rated fleet in our region. Together (but socially 
distanced) we will keep a weather eye on the horizon, weather these times together (separately) 
and be ready for the race courses of 2021. 
 
Stay Healthy. Stay Positive. Stay Salty. 
 
See you on the Racecourse, 
Marc 
 
Northern Bay Vice President’s Report – Roger Coney 
 
I’m glad to see that we were able to resume some racing this year, even if the most important 
aspect, the party, were curtailed.   
 
We were able to process certificates using the online capabilities in our system, which helps 
tremendously.  We were able to add a few new capabilities to the system this year and modify 
measurement data to use decimal format rather than feet and inches.  Maybe one day we’ll be 
all metric.  I remember when the whole country was going to convert so I’m not holding my 
breath. 
 
We added a capability to “transfer” boats from one owner to another.  This became popular and 
we saw a number of boats change hands. 
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There are still a number of changes I have in mind and I will continue to implement these this 
year.  One of the ideas I’ve had it to modify the way users can view and interact with the valid  
 
list.  Being able to get the list of boats that are competing is something I used to do routinely 
before a race.  It seems more difficult now.   I’d like to be able to be able to view, sort, slice/dice 
the data easily online and then be able to download or print it.  There are a number of support 
functions for handicappers I’d like to see as well.   If you have other thoughts, please share 
them with me. 
 
This coming year looks like it will be challenging as well.  The number of corona virus cases 
continues increasing and record pace and reaching record levels.  As I understand, the 
treatment protocols and therapeutic drugs have improved dramatically and the ability to treat the 
disease are improving as well.  Unfortunately, it appears that the Federal government will not be 
able to more aggressively address this before February.  I hope they can make quick progress 
then and we won’t have another spring lock-up, and long delay to the racing season.  
 
I hope everyone has a happy holiday season and off season to prep your boat for optimum 
performance next year. 
 
Roger 
 
Treasurer’s Report – Jim Raper 
 
The 2020 Financial Report was discussed. A copy of the report is attached. 
The discussion turned to the 2021 budget, a copy was attached to the agenda.  The budget was 
amended to include $500 for Promotions/Marketing.  A copy of the 2021 Budget as Amended is 
attached to these minutes. 
 
There was a motion to approve the amended 2021 Budget, it was seconded.  The delegates 
voted to approve the amended budget. 
 
US Sailing Report – Bruce Bingman 
 
At the start of 2020, racing seemed unaffected by the growing concern of COVID 19 with the 
normal Biscayne Bay and US Sailing Olympic Class Regattas being held.  The US Sailing 
Forum with annual committee meetings was held in February in San Diego.  At that meeting, 
such advances as Robot Marks and automated Race Committee tasking was presented and 
discussed.  The health of the Offshore (boats with bunks) was not explicitly discussed as at that 
time no Offshore Committee Chair had been appointed (Matt Gallagher from the Chicago area  
 
was appointed later in the year).  However, there were a number of “hall” discussions where the 
general state of big boat racing was discussed with the general conclusion that while numbers 
of competitors have declined, PHRF continues to be the most popular method of handicapping 
boat performance in the US.  ORC continues to make a strong marketing push and has  
convinced several high profile clubs (including Annapolis YC) to use ORC as their primary 
handicap rule. 
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I had meetings and/or discussions with a number of representatives from PHRF groups in the 
Eastern half of the US discussing participation in 2019.  The common theme was declining 
numbers primarily attributed to (in order) lack of time, cost, and the difficulty of getting regular 
crew.  Interestingly, complaints about fairness of ratings, while providing an ample subject for 
bar talk, were not given as a primary or even secondary cause for lack of participation.  Clearly 
the pressure for weekend time between swimming, soccer and other family activities are 
providing a much higher level of competition than even 5 or 10 years ago.  This affects not only 
the owner but also crew members, especially as the younger members get married and have 
kids.  Particularly since the economic downturn, the cost of participation has had a higher profile 
than previously.  One speculation was that many weekend warriors had been caught up in the 
competition and arms race and had not seriously been considering the multi-thousand dollar 
mains, headsails boat prep and crew costs until the downturn.  Now even these owners that are 
still participating are looking for the lower level of competition found in the weeknight racing and 
have minimal desire to re-enter the high level arena.  One of the PHRF area chief handicappers 
noted “the economic nuclear winter blew the top out of the mid-level racing and we may need to 
wait until the next generation of racers comes through for a full recovery”.  He based this in part 
on the observation that walking through the yards 9 or 10 years ago, ¾ of the boats were racers 
or serious racer/cruisers.  Today, with the exception of the Newport (RI) area, there are a few 
“gold platers” with less than ¼ of the remaining boats racers or racer/cruisers – the spots in the 
yards are now occupied by the new generation of “performance cruisers”, pure cruisers, or 
powerboats.   
 
However, not all is black.  A new era of weeknight racing is now found in many areas.  
Unfortunately in some areas (ours being one specifically named), the weeknight racing has now 
become as much or more of an arms race as the weekend racing and introduction of 
measurement rules for handicap classes has upped the ante as new “black” mains and “pro” 
crews are seen as regulars in the weeeknight night circuit.  Growth in one design, particularly 
the J-105’s and Harbor 20’s as well as the J-70’s and J-80’s is also siphoning off many former 
handicap racers and especially crews. 
 
Then COVID 19 struck in earnest - Racing throughout the country ground to a halt by mid-
March.  While it still has not resumed in some areas, the Chesapeake led the way by setting up 
guidelines and devising ways for RC’s to run races with only a few people and by handling all 
administrative tasks, even trophy presentations, through Zoom  or Email.  To date we have held 
many weekday and weekend races with a total of over 1100 participants in one-design, PHRF, 
CRCA, and ORC classes. The question now becomes what will happen next year.  As the 
prospect of a vaccine increases, clubs are gearing up for a more normal season but how will the 
landscape have changed?  What will the participation be?  Due to the costs and preparation 
required for major regattas, particularly destination regattas such as Block Island or A2N, clubs  
 
must prepare assuming minimal turnout or last minute cancellation – “just in case” since they 
don’t want to be caught holding all the expenses with no revenue.     
 
All rules are now viewing the new generation of performance cruisers as a target of opportunity.  
The A2N Race and Block Island Race Week are making special efforts to encourage 
participation by these boats.  In 2019 over 40 boats participated in cruising oriented classes at  
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Block Island Race Week and we had several classes of “performance Cruisers” racing in the 
2019 A2N race.  
 
Encouragement of participation at this level falls clearly along the previous thinking of the 
pyramid of rules where PHRF is the base providing the input to the increasingly rarefied tip.  
Among ideas discussed at the US Sailing level are more use of golf handicapping on weeknight 
racing to get more beginners in, more attention paid to non-spinnaker classes and more 
interesting course construction, including pursuit type starts and later starts to allow morning 
activities.   
 
I may be wrong here but it seems to me we have been focused too much on the actual rules 
and not enough on who we are targeting and what they need.  We need better intro to racing 
instruction, revisions to the way we teach basic race management to construct better “random 
circular” type courses (yes there is  a bit of an art here) and how to run pursuit type starts, and 
separate classes and starts for the cruiser types so they are not discouraged and intimidated by 
the “serious” racers. 
 
We can draw an analogy to an old forest, thick with underbrush.  The economic downturn swept 
through like a forest fire taking most of the trees and underbrush out and now we have a few tall 
trees left – the serious and “gold plater” programs, the scrub oaks (and Manzanita bushes for 
the Californians in the crowd) – the weeknight racers, and the new green shoots springing up – 
the new smaller racer boats and the performance cruisers.  It is our charter to nourish our new 
landscape back into the strong forest. 
  
While topics such a PHRF portability, tweaks to improve handicapping for multiple course 
configurations and other rule improvements are important and need to be done to ensure 
continued participation of current racers, it is unlikely that any of these efforts will provide a 
significant increase in participation.  A major problem ever since the IMS implosion in the late 
1990’s and early 2000’s which dumped a number of high end race prepped boats into PHRF 
has been how to integrate and serve the “average” racer who isn’t dry-sailed with a new set of 
sails each year and two or three Group 3 sailors trimming sails and whispering into the owners 
ear.  CRCA has proven to be a welcome addition to the Bay in that they are bringing out many 
of the older boats and some of the newer cruisers that are not “race prepped” and separating 
them from the more serious racers.  
 
With the advent of the strong push by some clubs for ORC, the “niche” for PHRF is being 
squeezed from the bottom by CRCA and from the top by ORC.  We need to carefully consider 
several of the items on the agenda today regarding roller furling, dry vs. wet sailing and how to 
handle asymmetrical spinnakers, particularly those classified as Code 0’s or 0+.  
 
 
Looking to the broader issues as you may be aware from following Scuttlebutt, World Sailing 
has had some financial issues in the past several years, now heightened by the postponement 
of the Olympic Games and delay of anticipated revenues from the Games.  Some of the issues  
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relate to the increased expenses of moving the HQ to London (the thinking there was that better 
exposure would pay for the move) and lower than expected sponsor revenue coupled with the 
collapsing of the treasurer’s position to part of the President’s staff.  This resulted in a 4-way 
contest for the next President who will determine much of the future course of World Sailing. 
Quanhai Li, a World Sailing VP from China has won, upsetting the current president from 
Denmark. Although WS seems far removed, their decisions can de-facto exert considerable 
influence on all competitive sailing throughout the world so this arena bears watching. Cory 
Sertl, current president of US Sailing was elected as one of the 7 VP’s and as part of the 
executive council is in good position to represent our views. 
 
Cory continues to strive to have US Sailing be a leading National Governing Body by 
modernizing and streamlining the governance structure to support competitive services and 
education.  These services are fundamental to delivering the sport of sailboat racing to the US 
and supporting future Olympic program performance. 
 
Jack Gierhart, the departing US Sailing CEO, reported on what the business model looks like as 
the Budget Process focuses with our business plan for 2021+. Emphasis continues on 
Membership sales and member benefits that can be offered. The current stable financial 
position of US Sailing is in part due to loyal members that continue to make donations to our 
organization with their membership renewal or during the Annual Appeal.  The monthly 
financials show that the organization continues to meet its (significantly reduced) budget. The 
2021 Budget will be prepared for a December approval with metrics and alignment to the 
Strategic Initiatives including services and education.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bruce Bingman, 
CBYRA/Area C and PHRF delegate to US Sailing 
 
Also, see attached Participation Profile prepared by Bruce. 
 
Northern Bay Chief Handicapper Report – Dan Trammell 
 
The Northern Bay Board of Handicappers held monthly meetings from January through October 
and issued rating certificates for all boats under our jurisdiction. Beginning in March, all of our 
meetings were virtual due to Covid 19. This made the process more challenging but the 
outcome was good. We were able to conduct much of our business by email. 
 
Our objective for the year was to timely issue accurate certificates and to correct any known 
errors. The J-100 and J-80 classes come to mind for correcting errors in certificates. The errors 
in the J-80 class were brought to our attention by the RC before a pending regatta. The 
corrections were made prior to that regatta for the whole class. There were a few situations  
 
 
where the renewal of a known boat was given on short notice to enable the member to race in a 
particular regatta where the input of all handicappers was not required. 
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We have adjusted the application form to distinguish headsails for which roller furling credit is 
requested. The two choices are “woven DACRON” or “laminate, composite or molded”. This has 
reduced the confusion between a molded sail with polyester fibers and a woven DACRON sail. 
The Board of Handicappers has been giving a credit of 3 seconds for “laminate, composite or 
molded” RF head sails that meet all of the RF requirements. We recommend continuing that 
credit. 
 
Our handicappers continually make on-the-water observations of the fleet and review race 
results to confirm our ratings or see if a change is indicated. We are gaining more confidence in 
our circular random (CR) ratings as more results come in and will continue to make adjustments 
where needed. These ratings are intended to be used on all races that are not windward-
leeward races and are being more widely used by our race organizers.  
 
It has been my honor be a member of the Northern Bay Board of Handicappers and to serve as 
the chief handicapper and chair the monthly meetings where numerous data points are 
considered in the process of issuing fair and reasonable ratings for the fleet. We hope to 
continue that high standard in the coming year. 
 
Dan Trammell,  
Chief PHRF Handicapper 
Northern Chesapeake Bay  
 
Southern Bay Chief Handicapper Report – Alan Bomar 
 
Good Day, 

2020 PHRF of the Chesapeake handicapping began as typical year with Northern Bay and 
the Southern Bay Handicappers conducting local meetings in preparations for the Joint 
Handicapper Meeting. At the onset of the COVID-19 with cases rising across the United 
States, we had a Joint meeting on March 14th after careful consideration of risks. It was a 
very good meeting and I was grateful we safely met together face to face. 

The Joint Meeting set the stage for 2020 with several appropriate adjustments and new 
boat ratings to set up for a fair and equitable sailing season. We will have a joint meeting 
in 2021 however it will likely be virtual. 

Without racing in the spring there was little activity save some new boats. We took this time to 
clean up some handicapper appeals for CR ratings. The handicapping boards continue to look 
at Circular Random ratings so we get the five best ratings for each sailboat on the 
Chesapeake. As racing resumes, I encourage each competitor to submit appeals when 
they see an opportunity to make ratings more equitable. 

Recently, Gulf Yachting Association PHRF moved toward using ORR ratings for PHRF values. 
This has greatly increased the complexity of their system of racing sailboats, Full 
implementation leads to 8 ratings for 4 windspeeds plus a base rating for each boat. Consider 
individual credits for each boat and how each credit is impacted by the variables of each rating,  
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the system becomes very complex, for sailors, for Race Committees, for scorers, For PHRF 
secretaries and for PHRF handicappers. PHRF success since 1974 lies in simplicity. While 
not perfect, PHRF creates very equitable racing, typically allowing the best crews, the 
best tactical decisions makers and best prepared boats to be victorious. I mention this as 
a believe the proponents of ORR will continue to challenge PHRF ratings in 2021 and push 
toward a “GYA solution” on the Chesapeake. If they are ever victorious and convince PHRF to 
covert to an ORR based system, I will pay for the full ORR certificate and get that age credit for 
my 1977 J/24. Until than I will match my J/24 against any other without concern of the boats 
age. 

Last, I share my opposition to the Wet Sail Credit proposed at this meeting. While some 
other PHRF organizations have attempted wet sail/dry sail credits (e.g. GYA), they keep 
changing their position from eliminating the credit to changing the credit value. On the 
Chesapeake Bay, the boats traditionally dry sailed are currently rated with storage location in 
consideration. PHRF’s foundation is an observed performance rating system. I offer that as 
drafted; the Delegate’s proposal will require adjustments to near every valid rating on the 
Chesapeake Bay. A better proposal may be for credits and penalties applied to boats that are 
moored differently than an “assumed” storage” (e.g. A J/24 would be categorized as “Dry 
sailed” and a J/35 would be categorized as “Wet Sail”). Boats not sailed in the categorized 
configuration would have a rating adjustment. The best solution would to be to defeat this 
addition to the PHRF rules and maintain simplicity. 

Please know I strive for fair sailing.  

Thank you, 

Alan Bomar 
SB Chief Handicapper 
 
Secretary’s Report – Glenn Harvey 
 
Greetings Delegates and Fellow Racers, 
 
It has been quite an unusual year, but we survived.  It began like any other year then the 
pandemic hit and life as we knew it changed.  People were working from home - if they still had 
their job, kids were in virtual school at home, marinas and businesses closed, state DNR’s 
closed recreational boating and don’t forget the toilet paper shortage.  As the restrictions began 
to relax in June it was encouraging to see the clubs adjust to the changes and racing had 
started.  It was different though as the regattas did not have their usual post-race socials.  
Hopefully, 2021 will be more like the years that we remember as normal. 
 
For PHRF, the number of certificate applications were low through May during the shutdown.  
We saw a peak in applications in June when racing was finally starting.  Overall, we have 
approximately 750 valid certificates for 2020.  This is down from the past few years as some  
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racers did not renew for the season and took a break from racing.  We hope that some normalcy 
will return next year and that those racers come back.  
 
Hope to see you on the water soon! 
Glenn Harvey    
 
Proposals for the 2020 Annual Meeting 
  
1. Proposed changes to:  17. Requirements for Roller Furler (RF) Credit  

1. The RF genoa/jib must be tacked above the RF drum and have the head (or pennant) 
secured to the bottom of the upper swivel at all times while racing except while changing 
the genoa/jib)and be capable of being completely furled on the headstay between the 
drum and upper swivel. 
2. RF headsails must be constructed totally of woven Polyester (Dacron) material exclusive 
of reinforcing head/clew/tack/reef material (this includes that the woven Polyester (Dacron) 
can NOT have any reinforcing or strengthening achieved through laminating, molding or 
other advanced sail development techniques) and all RF sails must have a 4.0 oz minimum 
woven UV cover present on both the leech and foot. 
3. The roller furling headsail, once hoisted, shall not be changed during a day, race, series, 
or regatta, unless conditions warrant use of heavy weather sail. If conditions during a race 
have warranted the use of a heavy weather sail heavy-weather sail has an area not greater 
than 13.5% height of the foretriangle squared,  with LP of less than 109% of J, when 
these conditions have abated, it is permissible to hoist the standard RF headsail for that 
sailboat. 
4. If second jib or genoa is flown, it need not conform to 17.2, but shall never be flown 
without the roller furling jib or genoa set and flown during downwind legs. 

i) The RF mainsail must be furled on a drum and spindle mechanism mounted within 
the mast or boom extrusion. RF mainsails with full-length battens that furl within the 
boom will receive a reduced credit. RF mizzen sails shall comply to the same 
requirements as the mainsail. RF mainsails equipped with air battens shall not have 
their pressure adjusted during the race. 

ii) No credit will be given for roller reefing booms, where the mainsail is rolled around 
the boom. 

There was a discussion to explain the reason for these changes.  No changes were made to 
the proposal.  There was a motion to approve the proposal, it was seconded.  The delegates 
voted to approve the proposal. 

2. Changes to:  Section 5 of Credits 
 
1. Roller Furling Genoa/Jib Adjustments. Roller furling credits may be given if a roller 

furling sail meets material guidelines and has UV protection on the leech and foot. A 
credit of 9 seconds per mile may be given if the roller furling drum is located wholly 
above deck level (Changed from 6 sec/mi Nov 2016). A credit of 6 seconds per mile may 
be given if the roller furling drum is located at or below deck level (Changed from 3  
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sec/mi Nov 2016). Roller furling headsails made before January 1, 2001 and constructed 
of aramid (i.e., Kevlar™, etc.) or carbon material are not allowed roller furling credits.  

Roller furling headsails built after December 31, 2000, must be of woven material, or 
have woven taffeta outer skins, and have a woven leech and foot cover of at least 4 oz 
UV protected woven material to be eligible for a rating adjustment.  Roller furling 
headsails built of a laminated material having continuous woven taffeta outer 
skins, and have a woven leech and foot cover of at least 4 oz UV protected woven 
material with the roller furling drum is located wholly above deck level may be 
given a credit of 3 seconds. 

There was a discussion to explain the reason for this change.  No changes were made to 
the proposal.  There was a motion to approve the proposal, it was seconded.  The delegates 
voted to approve the proposal. 

3. Add to Section:  8. Asymmetrical Spinnakers 
 

6. Asymmetrical spinnakers measured by J may be tacked forward of the forestay 
attachment point on bow roller, prod etc. up to 10% of J without penalty. 

 
The discussion for this proposal resulted in minor wording changes.  The revised wording is 
shown below.  There was a motion to approve the revised proposal, it was seconded.  The 
delegates voted to approve the proposal. 
 

6. Asymmetrical spinnakers with foot length of 180% of J may be tacked forward 
of the forestay attachment point on bow roller, prod etc. up to 10% of J without 
rating adjustment. 

 
4. Resolve proposal that was previously Tabled. 

 
Changes to Effects of Boat Modifications on Ratings: 
 
Add paragraph K: 
 
Prior to discussion of this proposal a revision of the proposal was submitted.  The revised 
proposal was distributed to all attendees for the discussion, it is shown below and replaces 
the proposal that was shown in the issued agenda. 
 
K. Dry Sailing & Wet Sailing Requirements 

Dry sailing shall be defined as storing a sailboat primarily out of the water when not in 
use.  If any part of the hull on its normal displacement lines, is not immersed in the waters of 
the Chesapeake Bay or a tidal estuary/river/pond for at least 150 (24 hour) days per 
calendar year, it shall be considered “dry-sailed”. 
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In order for a sailboat to not be deemed “dry-sailed”, it must be stored primarily in the water 
when not in use such that its hull, on its normal displacement lines, is immersed in the 
waters of the Chesapeake Bay or a tidal estuary/river/pond between each use AND for at 
least 150 (24 hour) days per calendar year.  Additionally, a non “dry- sailed” sailboat shall 
have the portion of its hull and appendages that are normally immersed in the water when in 
sailing configuration (rudder(s), lifting keels, centerboards, daggerboards, foils), coated with 
an antifouling coating.  

The intent of this rule is to provide reasonable credit to those boats which do not enjoy the 
full benefits that dry-sailing can provide. 

For the purposes of this rule, owner must declare their intent for their boat to be “dry sailed” 
or “not dry-sailed” on his/her application. Those boats that are declared to be “non dry-
sailed” may receive a credit of 3 seconds.  
 
There were discussions on this proposal.  There was a motion to vote on the revised 
proposal, it was seconded.  The delegates voted against the proposal.  The proposal is not 
approved.  This closes the previously tabled proposal. 
 

5. Proposal to change Northern Bay Class B/C split. 
 
This proposal would change the split between class B and C in the Northern Bay only.   
 
The change would be: Class B - 110 to 148 
    Class C – 149 and up. 
 
There was a discussion to explain the reason for this change.  No changes were made to 
the proposal.  There was a motion to approve the proposal, it was seconded.  The delegates 
voted to approve the proposal. 

6. 2021 PHRF Class Splits.    
The following splits are proposed for 2021.   The regional delegates must vote to approve 
these splits, or any changes, for 2021.     
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Region Class Proposed 2021 Splits 

IIIAW A0 up to 025 
IIIAW A1 026 to 070 
IIIAW A2 071 to 109 

I, II, IIISE A Up to 109 
I, II, IIIAW, IIISE B 110 to 148 
I, II, IIIAW, IIISE C 149 and up 

IIIPR Spinnaker All 
IV North A Up to 099 
IV North B 100 to 160 
IV North C 161 and up 
IV South A Up to 099 
IV South B 100 to 151 
IV South C 152 and up 

All Regions I-III Sport Boat All 
All Regions I-IV Corinthian All 
All Regions I-IV Short-Handed All 
All Regions I-IV PHRF N All 

 
 The Class Splits shown in this chart includes the change approved in Proposal #5 above.  

The change is shown bold.  There was a motion to approve the amended Class Splits, it 
was seconded.  The delegates voted to approve the Class Splits.  

 
Election of 2021 PHRF Officers   
  
 The delegates must vote to elect the officers of PHRF of the Chesapeake.   The 

nominations provided for 2021 officers are as follows: 
President – Marc Briere 
VP Region I-III – Roger Coney 
VP Region IV – Leroi Lissenden 
Treasurer – Jim Raper 
Secretary – Glenn Harvey 

 
There were no further discussions or nominations from the floor.  There was a motion to 
approve the nominations as presented, it was seconded.  The delegates voted to elect the 
nominees as the 2021 Officers of PHRF of the Chesapeake.  

 
Appointments for 2021 by the Vice Presidents 
  Chief Handicapper, Northern Bay 
  Dan Trammell accepted the position for 2021. 
 
  Chief Handicapper, Southern Bay 
  Alan Bomar accepted the position for 2021. 
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Appointments for 2021 by the President 

US Sailing Representative to US Sailing Offshore Council  
Bruce Bingman accepted the position for 2021. 
 
PHRF Representative to CBYRA  
Roger Coney accepted the position for 2021. 
 
Northern and Southern Bay Scorers 
To be determined. 
 
At large representatives to High Point committee 
To be determined. 
 
Fleet Captains 
Marc Briere is seeking volunteers for Fleet Captains.  
This position has proven to be a worthwhile endeavor to increase participation. 

 
Adjournment:  At 15:20, there being no further business, there was a motion to adjourn. 
The motion was seconded and the delegates voted to adjourn the meeting.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Glenn Harvey 
Secretary 



January February March April May June July August September October November December Total Budget Variance

Applications 37                  58                  71                  18                  31                  99                  43                  24                  20                  401                

Stripe Income 1,125.00       1,695.00       2,465.00       600.00          1,105.00       3,400.00       1,485.00       810.00          780.00          13,465.00     24,000.00     10,535.00     
Other Income
Interest 0.49               0.49               0.46               0.46               0.47               0.46               0.48               0.48               0.46               
Stripe Fees 43.56            66.44            91.97            22.84            41.39            128.11          55.98            30.74            28.94            509.97          960.00          450.03          
Refunds 25.00            

12,955.03     23,040.00     10,084.97     

Joint Handicappers Meeting 299.63          299.63          400.00          100.37          
NB Meeting 396.35          364.15          760.50          4,000.00       3,239.50       
SB Meeting 370.52          370.52          2,500.00       2,129.48       

1,430.65       6,900.00       5,469.35       

PO Box 254.00          254.00          200.00          (54.00)           
US Sailing -                 475.00          475.00          

Headway Consulting 295.00          1,190.00       520.00          295.00          295.00          1,115.00       295.00          4,005.00       5,000.00       995.00          
Headway Development -                 2,500.00       2,500.00       
Hosting 8.71               41.68            23.70            8.71               41.68            8.71               8.71               41.68            8.71               192.29          200.00          7.71               

4,197.29       9,500.00       5,302.71       

Annual Meeting 1,000.00       1,000.00       
National Meeting 1,697.12       1,697.12       2,000.00       302.88          
CBYRA Greenbook 500.00          500.00          175.00          (325.00)         
Insruance -                 1,250.00       1,250.00       

Check -                 -                 
Trophies 460.50          3,960.63       4,421.13       6,000.00       1,578.87       
Chesapeake Offshore -                 -                 

381.87          33.22            965.14          48.91            (3,258.23)      2,968.64       305.79          738.06          447.81          -                 -                 -                 # 454.84          (2,660.00)      (3,114.84)      

Suntrust CD 2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       2,841.37       
Checking 66,010.15     65,836.24     66,945.05     67,056.01     61,975.17     64,967.32     65,373.68     66,072.72     66,558.61     
Savings 28,099.05     28,099.98     28,100.45     28,100.92     28,101.39     28,101.85     28,102.33     28,102.81     28,103.27     

Cash on Hand 96,950.57     96,777.59     97,886.87     97,998.30     92,917.93     95,910.54     96,317.38     97,016.90     97,503.25     -                 -                 -                 



2020 Actual 2020 Budget Variance 2021 Budget

Applications 401                

Stripe Income 13,465.00     24,000.00     10,535.00     22,000.00     
Other Income
Interest
Stripe Fees 509.97          960.00          450.03          850.00          
Refunds

12,955.03     23,040.00     10,084.97     21,150.00     

Joint Handicappers Meeting 299.63          400.00          100.37          400.00          
NB Meeting 760.50          4,000.00       3,239.50       2,500.00       
SB Meeting 370.52          2,500.00       2,129.48       1,800.00       

1,430.65       6,900.00       5,469.35       4,700.00       

PO Box 254.00          200.00          (54.00)           250.00          
US Sailing -                 475.00          475.00          475.00          

Headway Consulting 4,005.00       5,000.00       995.00          5,000.00       
Headway Development -                 2,500.00       2,500.00       2,500.00       
Hosting 192.29          200.00          7.71               250.00          

4,197.29       9,500.00       5,302.71       7,750.00       

Annual Meeting 1,000.00       1,000.00       1,000.00       
National Meeting 1,697.12       2,000.00       302.88          1,750.00       
CBYRA Greenbook 500.00          175.00          (325.00)         500.00          
Insruance -                 1,250.00       1,250.00       2,500.00       

Check -                 -                 
Trophies 4,421.13       6,000.00       1,578.87       4,000.00       
Chesapeake Offshore -                 -                 

454.84          (2,660.00)      (3,114.84)      (1,775.00)      


